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Phase-unwrapping algorithm
for noisy phase-map processing
J. A. Quiroga and E. Bernabeu
Automated fringe-pattern processing is important in a great number of industrial applications, such as
optical data testing and quality control. One of the main problems that arises with these processes is the
automated phase unwrapping of the phase map associated with the fringe pattern. Usually the phase
map presents problems such as noise, and low-modulation areas. A new phase-unwrapping algorithm
with high noise immunity is presented. The algorithm is easily implemented and can process arbitrary
shapes. The main features of this algorithm are the use of a queue for the processing of arbitrary shapes
and a selection criterion that determines which pixels are going to be processed.
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1. Introduction
The most usual techniques for the calculation of the
phase P(x, y) associated with a fringe pattern imply
the shifting of a reference phase through known
increments (phase-sampling interferometry) or by
addition of a substantial tilt to the wave front that
produces carrier fringes and then by a further Fou-
rier transformation of the fringe pattern.' In all
these cases the phase is calculated by means of an
inverse trigonometric function (arctan or arccos).
All these functions return only principal values, i.e.,
values in the [- r, r] interval, generating a discontinu-
ous phase map wrapped into a [-Fr, rr] interval. For
sampled functions the phase jumps tend to r as the
sampling frequency reaches the Nyquist frequency,
and they tend to 27r as the sampling frequency rises
compared with the Nyquist frequency. Further-
more, for noise-free fringe patterns it is enough to
seek jumps greater than r and to correct them by
addition or subtraction of a 2r offset until the
difference between collateral pixels is less than r.
These clean fringe patterns are not the usual case;
usually they are affected by several error sources,
which one must keep in mind to design a phase
unwrapping algorithm.
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The error sources that most frequently arise in a
fringe pattern are as follows:
(a) Noise, electronic or speckle. The electronic
noise is produced during the acquisition of the image.
Speckle is due to the reflection of a coherent light
beam in rough surfaces.
(b) Low-modulation points that are due to areas
of low visibility. The low-modulation points appear
as fluctuations in the phase module 2rr, which might
introduce errors in the phase-unwrapping process.
(c) Abrupt phase changes that are due to object
discontinuities. This type of error can lead to logical
inconsistencies in the processed phase map; i.e., the
phase difference between two points is path depen-
dent.
(d) Violation of the sampling theorem. The fringe
pattern must be sampled correctly for the recovering
of all the information from the phase module 2 r.
Thus there must be at least two sampling points per
fringe. This imposes a maximum spatial variation of
the wave front of r rad per sampling point on the
detector. In phase-sampling interferometry the sam-
pling condition is more restrictive; at least three
sampling points per fringe are needed.'
The algorithm presented in this paper can handle
in an automatic way the first two problems listed
above [(a) and (b)]. The fourth problem, (d), can be
overcome with very little change in the algorithm
with the technique described in Ref. 2. To solve the
third problem, (c), with this technique, one needs to
have a priori knowledge of the object or to use the
techniques described in Refs. 3 and 4.
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2. Current Algorithms
Many algorithms for automated processing of noisy
fringe patterns have been proposed. Some of them5-7
make use of local techniques for the determination of
invalid pixels in the phase map. Others3 4 determine
the incorrect areas by means of global techniques.
To detect the invalid data points, Ghiglia et al.7 and
Huntley5 checked for the number of 21r discontinui-
ties in a closed loop around each square of 4 pixels in
the phase map. That is, for every point in the image
the value
s(x,y) = [(x + l,y) - 4(x,y)]
+ [(x + l,y + 1) - +(x + l,y)]
+ [4(xy + 1) - +(x + 1,y + 1)]
+ [+(x,y) - C(xy + 1)] (1)
is computed, where the brackets denote the modulo
27r operation.
From the above definition, s(x, y) = 0 or ± 1. The
points with s(x, y) = 1 are discontinuity sources.
Following Huntley,5 to make a path-independent
phase unwrapping, one needs to place cut lines be-
tween invalid points of opposite sign. In an isolated
invalid point is close to the boundary, the cut line is
placed between the point and the boundary. Re-
cently Huntley et al. 8 have reported a new algorithm
to place these cut lines in an optimal way.9
The calculation of s(x, y) detects only local logical
inconsistencies and cannot detect invalid data points,
that are due to low modulation or to electronic noise.
If these invalid pixels are processed, errors might
appear in the unwrapped phase that could propagate
far away from the invalid pixel. Bone6 solves this
problem by checking the second differences of the
locally unwrapped phase. A limit for the spatial
variation of the second differences is imposed.
Every pixel is checked, and the points that exceed the
limit for the spatial variation for the second difference
are masked. This technique masks both the logical
inconsistencies and the invalid pixels that are due to
low modulation or noise.
Concerning the global methods, Towers et al.4
process the phase map dividing the image in little
areas or tiles. Every tile is processed independently
from the others. Some of the tiles are labeled as
invalid and neglected. The remaining tiles are as-
sembled with a minimum spanning tree. Andra et
al.3 make a preprocessing of the phase map by means
of topological techniques. From the preprocessed
image the invalid areas are determined. Once the
invalid areas are masked, the fringe pattern is pro-
cessed. These global techniques have a difficult
implementation and share the inability to detect
pointlike errors in the phase-map image.
3. Description of the Algorithm
The algorithm is based in the following three points:
(1) The analysis of phase unwrapping of Ghiglia et
al. 7 and Itoh.9
(2) A fill-flood technique, for the processing of
irregular shapes, described in Vrooman and Maas.'0
(3) A selection criterion based on the local gradi-
ent modulo 2rr that drives the direction of processing
and decides which points should be invalidated.
A. Analysis of Phase Unwrapping
For the analysis of the phase-unwrapping algorithm
we follow the work of Ghiglia et al.7 and Itoh.9
Therefore an in-depth analysis can be found in the
references.
In a one-dimensional case, if we denote +(n) as the
wrapped phase at point n, ¢D(n) as the continuous
phase at point n, Was the wrapping operator, that is,
W[c1(n)] = ¢(n), and A as a differencing operator, that
is, A[-+(n)] = P(n) - (n - 1), then the continuous
phase at point M can be computed as7 9
M
¢(M) = -k(O) + E W{A[+(n)]}. (2)
n=1
Applying Eq. (2), we can unwrap the continuous
phase by integrating the wrapped differences of the
wrapped phase. If the sampling theorem is not
satisfied, the continuous phase D cannot be recovered
without a priori knowledge. For example, if we
suppose that the second derivative of the phase is
smooth, it is possible to use the application of the
technique presented by Greivenkamp in Ref. 2.
The extension to a two-dimensional case is straight-
forward. If Am is the vertical differencing operator
and An its horizontal counterpart, we can recover the
continuous phase at point (m, n) by
m
'D(m, n) = (1(O, n) + I WitAm[)(j, n)]J, (3)
j=1
n
A(m, n) = '(m, 0) + W2[A.[4i(m, 1)]}. (4)
1=
Applying Eq. (3), we can unwrap a two-dimensional
phase map by unwrapping the first column, with the
result (1(0, n), and afterwards continue with all the
rows starting in this column. If we want to use Eq.
(4) instead of Eq. (3), we must proceed with the first
row, and from it continue column by column.
The results shown above present two possible
schemes for the unwrapping of a phase map. We can
use one of Eqs. (3) or (4) to scan the fringe pattern row
by row or column by column. Or, on the other hand,
we can use one-dimensional Eq. (2), following a path
that goes through all the points in the image without
passing by the same point twice. The first technique
has difficulty in its implementation when irregular-
shape processing is needed. To apply the second
technique, we need an algorithm able to fill and to
process an irregular shape. This algorithm is dis-
cussed in Subsection 3.B.
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B. Processing of Irregular Shapes and Phase Unwrapping
With the purpose of processing irregular shapes we
followed the fill-flood algorithm described in Ref. 10.
The processing part of the algorithm was changed to
include a noise-handling procedure. The flow chart
of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.
A binary mask defines the region of interest. It
can be user supplied or it can be defined automati-
cally; for example, by means of the fringe-modulation
function."
To process the region of interest, we used a queue-
based algorithm.1 0 The unwrapping procedure is as
follows. For each point in the region of interest the
phase is unwrapped in respect to a special point,
called the integrator pixel. Any point, once pro-
cessed, can be the integrator pixel. The integrator
pixel plays a special role because the phase at the
current position is integrated modulo 217 with respect
to the value of the continuous phase at the integrator-
pixel position. That is, if P1 is the position of the
integrator pixel, P2 is the position of the current pixel
to be processed, cD(P1) the value of the continuous
phase at P1, and 4l(P1) and 4(P2) are the values for the
phase map at points P1 and P 2, the value of the
continuous phase at point P 2 is computed by
(PA) = F(P1 ) + W[(P 2 ) - (PlA (5)
where Wdenotes the wrapping operator. This opera-
tion is performed for each valid point in the image.
The local gradient modulo 217 information is used to
validate each point and to drive the phase-map pro-
cessing. This is doen by the following steps:
(1) The starting pixel is user selected. The pixel
is checked to determine if it is part of the processing
mask. If this is not the case, the 3 x 3 neighborhood
is searched for a nonmasked pixel. After that, the
starting point is stored as an integrator pixel.
(2) The nonmasked and nonprocessed N-con-
nected neighbors of the integrator are sorted by their
gradient modulo 21r with respect to the integrator.
The M pixels with higher gradients are neglected, and
the remaining neighbors are stored in the queue,
keeping the gradient ordering. N represents any
standard set of neighbors, and M can be any value, as
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the algorithm.
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it permits the complete processing of the image by the
algorithm. We observed, for example, that for noisy
phase maps, M = 5 is the maximum value for N = 8.
(3) The first available pixel from the queue is
extracted. If it has been previously processed, the
next pixel of the queue is taken until a nonprocessed
point is found or the queue is empty. If the queue is
empty, the algorithm continues in step (7).
(4) If the integrator and the current pixel are not
L-connected neighbors, the processed L-connected
neighbor with the lowest gradient modulo 2 with
respect to the current pixel is selected as the new
integrator. As does N, L represents any standard set
of neighbors.
(5) The current pixel is integrated modulo 2r
with respect to the integrator by use of Eq. (5).
(6) Return to step (2).
(7) The algorithm ends.
C. Sorting and Exclusion Procedure
The order in which the pixels are stored in the queue
is of great importance. The ordering of the pixels in
the queue determines locally in which order they are
going to be processed. If we were able to find a
sorting criterion that could decide which pixels have
the higher probability to be invalid ones, we could
make them the last ones locally processed. If the
invalid (with high probability) pixels are the last ones
locally processed, the propagation of the errors associ-
ated with them would be stopped or at least limited.
As we explained in Subsection 3.B, the chosen
sorting criterion was the local gradient modulo 2r.
Every time that the nonprocessed neighbors of an
integrator pixel are sought, they are sorted on the
basis of their local gradient modulo 21r. Once they
are sorted, they are stored in the queue, keeping their
sorting. Even with this technique, when the noise
level is high, we observed that the errors are propa-
gated, as we show in Section 4. For this reason a
modified selection rule was necessary. The modified
criterion is based in the redundant structure of the
algorithm presented in Subsection 3.B. The term
redundant refers to the number of times a pixel
appears in a searching operation. The change per-
formed in the algorithm consists of the systematic
rejection of the M pixels with higher gradient modulo
21r that appear in every searching operation. This
implies that, if there is a pixel that at all times has its
gradient modulo 21r among the M highest ones, it will
be considered an invalid pixel and will not be pro-
cessed at all. A high M value will make the algo-
rithm safer with respect to the noise; on the other
hand, if the value of M gets high enough that
N - M < 3, the algorithm can be unusable.
4. Results
To test the algorithm, we used a computer-generated
noise-corrupted phase map and a noisy speckle inter-
ferogram.
x
Fig. 2. Phase map with processing mask, representing a positive
ramp from left to right. The orientations of the X and Y axes are
also shown. This orientation is the same for Figs. 3-5.
The computer-generated phase map corresponds to
a positive ramp from left to right. The clean phase
map is shown in Fig. 2. To create the corrupted
phase map, we computer generated a fringe pattern.
The fringe pattern was digitized to 121 x 128 points
with eight bits per pixel; that is, with 256 possible
gray levels per pixel. The noise added to the fringe
pattern was white, uniformly distributed from -127
to 127 gray levels, and smoothed by a 3 x 3 pixel
averaging window. The corrupted phase map com-
puted from the noisy fringe pattern is shown in Fig. 3.
In order to show the importance of the sorting by
local gradient modulo 21r and by further rejection of
the higher local gradients, we used three variations of
Fig. 3. Corrupted phase map with a processing mask.
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the algorithm to unwrap the noisy phase map, shown
in Fig. 3. We call them A, B and C. All of them
follow the flow diagram of Fig. 1, except in its
A t! X ;00 a processing part. In all the examples shown here, the
set of neighbors of the integrator pixel are the
8-connected neighbors; that is, N = 8. The number
of rejected pixels is five; that is, M = 5. When the
integrator and the current pixel are not neighbors,
the set of neighbors used in 24; that is, L = 24.
Algorithm A follows entirely the flow diagram of
Fig. 1; that is, sorting by local gradient and exclusion
of the five higher gradients modulo 217r. The result of
unwrapping the corrupted phase map of Fig. 3 is
shown in Fig. 4(a).
Algorithm B is the same, but the four highest
gradients are not excluded from the process. The
_J gZ it~tX1 isorting by local gradient modulo 2 still remains.
The result of unwrapping the corrupted phase map of(a) Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4(b).
In algorithm C there is no exclusion of any point
from the process and there is no sorting by local
gradient modulo 2. The result of unwrapping the
corrupted phase map of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4(c).
As Fig. 4(a) shows, the best performance is achieved
by algorithm A. While the phase map is well sampled,
the noise is not taken as phase jumps because for a
well-sampled phase map the gradient modulo 27
across a phase jump is low. As the sampling fre-
quency tends to the Nyquist frequency, the gradient
modulo 21r across a phase jump increases, making the
operation of discerning between noise and phase
jumps more difficult. If the noisy points are not
identified, they are processed and the errors associ-
ated with them are propagated across the image, as
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
(b)
(C)
Fig. 4. (a) Noisy image of Fig. 3 processed by algorithm A, (b)
noisy image of Fig. 3 processed by algorithm B, (c) noisy image of
Fig. 3 processed by algorithm C. Fig. 5. Result of the bilinear interpolation of the holes of Fig. 4(a).
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/ \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ment of a tooth and its filling measured with a speckle interferom-
20- eter. The orientations of the X and Y axes are also shown. This
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-20- W\ Next, the results of processing the clean and the
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Fig. 6. (a) Three-dimensional repreesentation of the continuous
phase that results from unwrapping the clean phase map of Fig. 3,
(b) three-dimensional representation of the continuous phase of
(C) Fig.5, (c) difference between (a) and (b).
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. .
Fig. 8. Complete processing of Fig. 7, that is, unwrapping and
further bilinear interpolation of the nonprocessed points. The
tooth and the filling are processed separately.
ous phase map that results from unwrapping the
clean phase map of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 6(a). The
three-dimensional representation of Fig. 5 is shown
in Fig. 6(b). Figure 6(c) shows the difference be-
tween Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In Fig. 6(c) it is possible to
see the main features of the algorithm. Out of the
areas affected by the noise the processed data are
correct; there is no propagation of errors. In the
pixels affected by the noise the errors are limited.
Finally, a noisy speckle interferogram is used to
test the algorithm. The object is a tooth with a
filling. The phase map representing the out-of-
plane displacement is shown in Fig. 7. The phase
maps corresponding to the tooth and to the filling are
processed separately. In this case the set of neigh-
bors used for the integrator pixel are the 24-
connected neighbors, that is, N = 24. The number
of rejected pixels is 20; that is, M = 20. When the
integrator and the current pixel are not neighbors,
the set of neighbors used is 24; that is, L = 24. The
result of the complete processing of Fig. 7, that is,
unwrapping and further bilinear interpolation of the
nonprocessed points, is shown in Fig. 8. The three-
dimensional representation of the data of Fig. 8 is
shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, the result is very
good for both parts, tooth and filling.
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Fig. 9. Three-dimensional representation of the continuous phase
map of Fig. 8.
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